
Swinging Ball 

Processing the Object Lesson Together 

1. What did you think was going to happen?


2. Was it scary?


3. Any ideas about what this experiment can teach us about God?


Read Jonah 2:1 (There is also a worksheet for this scripture in your Taking Faith Home packet) 

Jonah was told by God to go do an important job. But Jonah didn’t want to and went 
in the opposite direction. His fear ultimately led him to be swallowed up by a big fish. It 
is here that we read todays verse. He was scared, realized his mistake, and was 
seeking the courage to do the right thing. He prayed. 


1.  Has there been a time in your life when you were scared and it led you to pray?


2.    How does prayer give you the strength to do scary things or things you don’t want 
to do?


3.    Is there anything that you and your family need to be praying about today?


Go back to the Swinging Ball, do you have any idea how this scripture connects to this 
object lesson?


One of the big words we want to use in our life of faith is courage. Courage is not the 
absence of our fears. It is the resolve to face things even when we are scared. And one 
of the biggest gifts of knowing Jesus is the confidence that we will never go into a 
situation where He isn’t with us. And, even when things don’t always work out the way 
that we would like, we can know that God is at work and, in the end, we will be with 
Him. Faith gives us courage! 


Name something that you are afraid of and share why it makes you scared.


Have you ever had to face your fears? What happened?


Final Question: What is something that you can do this week to help build your 
courage? How will you pray right before you do this courageous thing? 




COURAGE –  

Materials: Ceiling fan, or ceiling tiles; string or yarn; tennis ball {Tie the string around the tennis 
ball and then hang the ball using the string from the ceiling. It should be 2-3 feet from the floor. 
Be sure to have room for the ball to swing in the room.} 

{Choose a volunteer. Have the person stand about 2 feet away from the hanging 
tennis ball so that the ball will reach the chin. The string should stay straight.} 
{Ask:} 

• Do you trust me? [Allow answers; the child will probably say yes, and then not be 
so sure once you say what you are going to do.] 

{Explain as you hold the tennis ball to the volunteer’s chin, that you want the 
volunteer to stand still while you drop the ball. Ask:} 

• When I drop this ball, what will happen? [Allow answers; the children should think 
that the ball will swing away and then come back to hit the face of the volunteer.] 

{Proceed to drop the ball. It should swing away and then come back to the face of 
the volunteer, but not as near as where you dropped it. This is an example 
of periodic motion with a pendulum. The volunteer might squint his or her eyes 
as the ball comes close again before realizing that there was never any danger. 
Warning: All of the kids will want to try this when you are finished! Ask:} 

• Even though you trusted me, were you a little scared the ball might hit you in the 
face? [Yes] 

• Did it take courage for you to stand here even if you were a little scared? [Yes] 
Trust, faith, and courage all work together to help us glorify the Lord. And even a little bit 
of fear and adrenaline is a part of the Christian life. This is what makes being a Christian 
so exciting! 

https://www.teachengineering.org/lessons/view/cub_mechanics_lesson09


Moving Water

Processing the Object Lesson Together 

1. In this quick object lesson, what was hard?


2. Did you get frustrated at all?


3. Any ideas of what this object lesson can teach us about God?


Read Mark 2:1-5 (There is also a worksheet for this scripture in your Taking Faith Home packet.) 

1.  What stands out in this story of Jesus healing?

2. Later on, in verse 11, Jesus continues the healing and makes this paralyzed man 

walk again. Why do you think that Jesus forgave the man of his sins first?


My favorite part of this story is that, in verse 5, Jesus forgave the man of his sins, not 
because of his faith—but because of the faith of his friends who lowered him through 
the roof. Faith is made whole when we are in community together. How are you a good 
friend for others?


Going back to the Moving Water Lesson, after reading the scripture, any guesses on 
how these connect?


You were made for a purpose. You have certain skills and talents as well as a unique 
way you see the world around you. This is a wonderful thing. But, it can be really 
frustrating and you can feel out of place when you feel like a fork moving water to a 
bowl. 


Take some time and have everyone in your family share 3 things about one another that  
you love and makes you unique. Write them down on a sheet of paper if you like. 


Now, using that list of attributes and blessings, talk about how each of these virtues 
can be used to bless God and other people—both in your family and beyond. 


Final Question: What is one thing you can do this week from your final discussion to 
help live out your purpose in blessing God and someone else? 




Object Lesson: God’s Purpose for You 

 

Object Lesson Summary:  Put two bowls on the table, one with water and one 
without.  Choose one person, and show him or her three utensils:  a cup, a spoon, and 
a fork.  Tell them that the goal is to move the water from one bowl to the other.  They 
can choose whichever utensil they want to use.  They most likely will first choose the 
cup.  But then say, “Oh, actually, I need to use the cup for something else, I forgot.”  And 
put it to the side.  Then they’ll probably choose the spoon, but say, “Sorry, I just 
remembered I actually need the spoon for another thing.”  So they end up with the fork.  
It is a little amusing to see them basically try to move water with a fork – a few drops of 
water make it from one bowl to another each try.  After a few tries, stop their valiant 
efforts and move on to the “point”. 

What you need:   Two bowls, one with water in it.  One fork, one cup, one spoon. 

Time:  This lesson takes about 3 minutes – it’s just meant as a very quick illustration! 
The point:  God made us all so different.  Some of us are spoons, some of us are cups, 
and some of us are forks.  Forks might be great for eating meat, or spaghetti.  But we’re 
not all designed with the same purpose in mind.  And forks just aren’t made for moving 
water!  There are some tough questions we can ask about understanding God’s will and 
God’s purpose.  But there are also really easy, simple ways to understand God’s will too 
– just look at who you are!  How did God design you?  What passions and interests and 
skills did He give you?  He made you just the way you are to be able to perform His 
purpose in your life.  So don’t be scared to follow Him!



Following Maze

Processing the Object Lesson Together 

1. What were the easy things to recognize as you found your path?


2. What were the hard things to recognize?


3. Any ideas of what this object lesson can teach us about God?


Read Exodus 13:8 (There is also a worksheet for this scripture in your Taking Faith Home packet.)


This verse is part of a bigger story where God uses Moses to free the Israelite people. 
The whole story is amazing, but this part is setting the stage for a yearly retelling of the 
story so that people can remember the many ways that God worked to save them. It’s 
kind of like celebrating Easter every year—we do it to remember all the ways that 
Jesus has saved us. Here the Lord tells us to keep celebrating and keep telling the 
story so that children and grandchildren will know the story—and even beyond that. By 
telling the story, we are following in the faith that our parents, grandparents, and great 
grand parents passed on to us. 


1. What is a story that you have heard and tell over and over again when you are with 
your family?


2. What are some family traditions you keep?


3. What do you think this has to do with the Maze you made on your floor?


The invitation to Jesus to Follow Him is repeated over and over in the Gospels. 
Learning to follow Jesus is one of the primary ways we pass on the faith. And we do 
this best by following the people that we know and love who are following Jesus. 
Walking through life can be tricky. It is helpful to be able to follow people who are one 
step in front of you—those people that know the way.


Who are some people of faith that you can follow as they follow Jesus?


What’s one way that you can help others to follow you as you follow Jesus?




Follow Jesus Object Lesson 
How do we follow Jesus? We look for the signs! God has given us several tools so that 
we can hear His voice and have a personal relationship with Him. Unfortunately, there 
are lots of things that can distract us. Our job is to discern what is distracting us and 
focus on the voice of God. 

Materials: 

• Things that represent drawing closer to Jesus {bibles, memory verse cards, 
church bulletins, hymnals, Bible journals, pictures from Bible stories, etc.} 

• Things that might represent drawing away from Jesus. {These things don’t have 
to be inherently evil, just things that might draw our attention away from God if 
we let them—pretend money, technology items, different kinds of music, popular 
magazines, candy, clothing, or anything else that could distract a child.} 

• A Jesus Sign–This can be “Jesus” written on a piece of paper or even a picture. 
Background: Unfortunately, there are lots of things that can draw our attention away 
from Jesus. Though we may think that we live in the craziest, hardest time to follow 
Jesus, the world has always tried to pull people away from the truth. Even in Biblical 
times, Jesus strived to teach the people that He was THE Way, THE Truth, and The 
Life. There are no substitutions. 

Object Lesson for Follow Jesus: 
{Lay out a path with the items that represent Jesus, going from one side of the 
room to the other, like a trail. Scatter the items that might distract people from 
following Jesus around them so that the pathway is not clear. When you are 
finished, there should be items all over the floor of the room} 
Ask a student if they can find the items that might lead them closer to God. Challenge 
them to follow the trail, walking over only items that lead them closer to Jesus, until they 
can get across the room to the Jesus sign. 

Discuss: 
Discuss what kinds of things they walked across and how those things (or what they 
represent) might bring them closer to Jesus. 

• Out of those items, which might be the most important? Why? (The Bible gives 
us specific directions and helps us know if we are on the right path. Prayer is our 
personal connection with God. While going to church and other things might be 
beneficial, we need to have a personal relationship with Him!) 

• What kinds of items were distractions? 
• Are they distractions in their own personal lives? 
• Are there times they may be acceptable and not distract? 

Life Application for Follow Jesus: 
Have each student decide on one way they will focus more on Jesus this week.



Ice Cream in a Bag

Processing the Object Lesson Together 

1. Describe what you saw happening as you passed the bag back and forth.


2. What was the hardest part of making the Ice Cream?


3. Any ideas of what this object lesson can teach us about God?


Read John 11:25 (There is also a worksheet for this scripture in your Taking Faith Home packet.)


Jesus tells us this truth about who He is—the one who brings resurrection and gives us 
full and wonderful life—in the midst of sadness after his friend Lazarus died. 


Have you lost a loved one due to death? How does the hope and promise of Jesus 
help in the midst of sadness and pain?


Jesus came to earth to do a lot of things. He taught. He healed. He showed us a better 
way to live. But one of the most important things He came to do was to give us the gift 
of His resurrection and His life. Because of Jesus we have hope and a future. 


How does this fit in with making Ice Cream an a bag??? Well—the closest I can get is 
that God’s love and hope for us is pretty sweet. And so is ice cream!!


So—make some ice cream. Enjoy it together as a family. And celebrate that you live 
under the hope and love of Jesus Christ. And He makes everything sweet and good.


Thanks for journeying with us this summer as we have done a little faith exploring at 
home through worksheets, object lessons, and some bible stories. We can’t wait to be 
back together again!  Until then, know that you are loved, by Jesus and by the amazing 
people at Prince of Peace!!!



Ice Cream Ingredients  
 1 cup whole milk  
 1 teaspoon vanilla extract  
 2 tablespoons sugar 

Partner Directions (Customary Measurement) 
 
Materials  

 1 gallon zippered plastic bag   
 1 quart zippered plastic bag   
 4 cups ice   
 1/4 cup salt  
 2 bowls and 2 spoons 
 a cloth towel or paper towels  

 
Who?         Does What? (Procedure) 

Person #1  → Pour the milk, vanilla extract, and sugar into the smaller 
plastic bag. Squeeze as much air out as possible and 
seal the bag carefully. 

Person #2  → Place small bag inside the large bag. Pour the ice and 
salt on top of the small bag. Seal the large bag tightly. 

Together    → Power up your “ice cream machine” by passing the bag 
back and forth, gently tossing and flipping it for about 
10 minutes. If the bag gets too cold to handle, wrap it 
with a towel. Don’t open the bags to check the ice 
cream because the bags might not seal afterwards. 

Person #1  → When the ice cream thickens and seems ready, open 
both bags carefully making sure the salt water doesn’t 
get inside the small bag. Then wash your hands. 

Person #2  → Wash your hands. Spoon the ice cream into the bowls, 
dividing it equally between them. Enjoy! 

 

Flavor Variation - Omit the vanilla and half the sugar. 
Add strawberry or chocolate syrup to the liquid milk  
mixture before you seal the bag. 
 

Science Explanation   
The salt lowers the freezing point of the water which allows it to get 
colder than ice (about 28 degrees). This super-cold water and ice 
mixture causes the liquid milk mixture to freeze and become solid. 
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